This paper introduces a new shared task for the text mining community. It aims to directly support the moderators of a youth mental health forum by asking participants to automatically triage posts into one of four severity labels: green, amber, red or crisis. The task attracted 60 submissions from 15 different teams, the best of whom achieve scores well above baselines. Their approaches and results provide valuable insights to enable moderators of peer support forums to react quickly to the most urgent, concerning content.
Introduction
When facing tough times, the best support often comes from someone who has been through similar experiences (Pfeiffer et al., 2011) . Forums are a simple way to facilitate such peer-support online, but when they involve vulnerable people and sensitive subject matter they require careful cultivation. There is growing evidence that online peer-support without professional input has limited effectiveness (Kaplan et al., 2011), and Kummervold et al. (2002) obtained almost unanimous feedback from forum users that professionals should actively participate or offer a safety net of passive monitoring.
The need for human moderation raises concerns of cost and scalability. This provides opportunity for text mining and NLP to augment human moderators by allowing them to focus on the individuals and posts that most urgently require their attention. For example, affect detection could locate emotionally charged posts (Calvo and D'Mello, 2010) , and There has recently been a great deal of research that mines social media texts for mental health, but most have been isolated investigations. This paper introduces a new shared task for researchers to collaborate on and concretely compare what does and does not work. It releases a dataset of forum posts that have been manually annotated with how urgently they require a moderator's attention.
To our knowledge, the only other shared task involving social media and mental health is Coppersmith et al. (2015) , who aim to detect depression and PTSD on Twitter. Other shared tasks have used data that is easier to de-identify: Pestian et al. (2012) focus on emotion detection within anonymized suicide notes, while Pradhan et al. (2014) and their predecessors focus on making clinical records easier to digest and understand.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section describes ReachOut: an online community of Australian youth that provides both data and motivation. Section 3 describes the dataset extracted from these forums and the annotation process. Section 4 summarizes the methods and common themes of participating teams, and Section 5 contains their results. Our use of public yet sensitive data raises complex ethics issues that are addressed in Section 6. The final section describes some of the opportunities and challenges that remain unexplored and invites readers to participate.
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ReachOut.com is an Australian non-profit established in 1996 to support young people. It offers on-line resources about everyday topics like family, school and friendships, as well as more difficult issues such as alcohol and drug addition, gender identity, sexuality, and mental health concerns. About 1 in 3 young people in Australia are aware of the site (Metcalf and Blake, 2013) , and it received about 1.8 million visitors in 2014 (Millen, 2014) . In a survey conducted in 2013, approximately 77% of visitors reported experiencing high or very high levels of psychological distress, which indicates that the site is reaching people in need (Metcalf and Blake, 2013) . 46% of these distressed visitors reported feeling more likely to access (for the first time) professional support after their visit.
Much of this success is due to the strong on-line community that has developed around ReachOut, thanks to a lively peer-support forum. This offers a safe, supportive environment for 14-25 year-olds to anonymously share their personal experiences.
Maintaining this environment and ensuring it remains a positive place to be requires a great deal of effort. ReachOut employs several senior moderators full-time, and also recruits and trains new young people each year as volunteer peer moderators. Collectively, this Mod Squad listens out for anything that might require attention, responding when needed with encouragement, compassion and links to relevant resources. In extreme cases they will occasionally redact content that is overly distressing or triggering, or where the author has jeopardized their own safety and anonymity. There is an escalation process to follow when forum members might be at risk of harm. Not all of the moderators' actions are so dire however; often they step in to congratulate someone for making progress, or simply to keep conversation flowing and build rapport.
Data and annotation
The ReachOut Triage Shared Task dataset consists of 65,024 forum posts written between July 2012 and June 2015. The data is structured in XML and preserves all metadata such as when the post was made, who authored it, and where it fits in the navigational structure of boards, threads, replies and quotes. We discuss the ethical considerations of using such sensitive yet public data in Section 6.
The vast majority posts are left unannotated, to provide a testbed for unsupervised and semisupervised approaches such as topic modelling, cotraining and distant supervision. A subset of 1,227 posts were manually annotated by three separate judges (the first three authors of the paper) using a semaphore pattern to indicate how urgently they require a moderators attention:
• Crisis indicates that the author (or someone they know) is in imminent risk of being harmed, or harming themselves or others. Such posts should be prioritized above all others.
• Red indicates that a moderator should respond to the post as soon as possible.
• Amber indicates that a moderator should address the post at some point, but they need not do so immediately.
• Green identifies posts that do not require direct input from a moderator, and can safely be left for the wider community of peers to respond to.
The annotation task began with the judges discussing the first ∼200 posts and arriving at a collective decision for each, guided by an informal annotation and triage criteria provided by Reachout. At that point the judges were able to formalize their decision process into the flowchart shown in Figure 1 . This illustrates some of the complexity and subjectivity involved in the task: the judges (and future algorithms) have to consider both the textual content of the post and the sentiment behind it (e.g. that a post is red because it describes current distress), and also the trajectory of how authors follow up on their own previous concerning posts (e.g. that a post is amber because a prior situation has not worsened, but is also not entirely resolved).
Within the annotation system, posts were always viewed in the full context of how they were found in the live forum, rather than as an independent chunk of text. Posts were annotated against the flowchart to capture both the semaphore annotation and a more detailed sub-annotation. They could also be annotated as ambiguous if they fell outside the logic provided by the flowchart. After settling on this decision tree, the judges annotated each of the remaining posts independently. Inter-annotator agreement was then measured over these posts, excluding 22 that had been labelled as ambiguous by at least one of the judges. Over 977 cases (and four possible labels), the three judges achieved a Fleiss's Kappa of 0.706 and pairwise Cohen's Kappa scores ranging between 0.674 and 0.761. Viera and Garrett (2005) would interpret this as substantial agreement. Finally the judges met in person to resolve any remaining disagreements and ambiguous cases and arrive at a consensus. it was split into 947 posts for training and 280 for testing. The posts were not stratified or distributed randomly, but were instead split on a particular date (the 28 th of May 2015). Consequently the distribution of labels across the two sets is not entirely even, which makes the task somewhat more challenging and realistic. It also ensures that features can be extracted from the behaviour leading up to each post without accidentally contaminating training data with testing data.
Shared task submissions
Teams were given roughly 4 weeks from being provided with the training data to submitting test results. Teams were permitted to submit a maximum of 5 runs. We received 60 submissions from the 15 teams participating in the task. In this section we look at the various approaches to the task, and what techniques were and were not successful. First we briefly describe the top-performing approaches, and then summarise techniques used across systems.
Top systems
The top three systems achieved similar performance via very different approaches. Kim et al. (2016) base their approach on SGD classifiers with a small feature space, varying several different aspects of implementation. There features consist of only TF-IDF weighted unigrams, and post embeddings using sent2vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014) . Their best run was an ensemble of three classifiers which, in contrast to other teams, were trained on the 12 sub-annotation labels (e.g. current acute distress) as opposed to the 4 coarse labels. They find that this substantially increases red recall and amber precision, this suggests a better assignment of labels around the red/amber boundary. They incorporate a classifier which make sentence-level predictions, summing the distributions across sentences to select the label for a post. Malmasi et al. (2016) implement a meta-classifier approach. Base linear SVM classifiers are constructed from a larger feature space than the other top-performing systems, they generate these base classifiers for both the target posts as well as preceding and following posts. These base classifiers are in turn used to train a meta-classifier, which is extended to a Random Forest of meta-classifiers. They find that Random Forests outperform SVMs at the meta-classifier level, but there is some performance variation between classifiers which they expect is due to the randomness inherent in training Random Forests. Despite the lower result, their RBF-kernel SVM meta-classifier still performs well, suggesting robustness of this approach.
Brew (2016) experiment with leveraging unlabelled data, but their baseline RBF-kernel SVM achieves a better score than any of their more elaborate approaches. Features used were TF-IDF weighted unigrams and bigrams, author type, post kudos, and whether a post is the first in its thread. They provide analysis in their system description paper, one observation is that the official metric may give unstable results which happen to overly benefit their implementation in this instance. Accuracy results in Section 5 may support this, as the accuracy of this system is slightly below the other top systems, but even across unofficial metrics this is still one of the top-performing approaches.
General approaches
Systems generally used a logistic regression or SVM classifier, or an ensemble of these classifiers. Most systems learned coarse-level labels only and used a relatively straightforward learning setup.
Successful approaches use several different types of features: as well as features derived from post content, we find systems include features derived from post metadata and larger forum structure.
Post content features
Systems extract typical features from post subjects and body text. Most systems preprocess the text to handle HTML entities, and extract unigram and bigram features, potentially using lemmatised tokens. Better performing systems weight these ngrams with TD-IDF (Kim et al., 2016; Brew, 2016) , or incorporate embeddings. Top-performing (Malmasi et al., 2016) make use of further n-gram features, adding character n-grams, token skip-grams and POS n-grams to the above.
Lexicons, particularly the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (Pennebaker et al., 2015) lexicon, are used as measure of emotion (Cohan et al., 2016) and sentiment (Malmasi et al., 2016) . Cohan et al. (2016) additionally leverage DepecheMood (Staiano and Guerini, 2014) to identify emotions associated with a post, and the MPQA subjectivity lexicon (Wilson et al., 2005) to distinguish between objective and subjective posts. In particular, Cohan et al. (2016) apply these lexicons to the final sentence in a post, in an effort to capture the final mental state of the user, particularly where it relates to selfharm in lengthy posts that do not otherwise indicate self-harm. Zirikly et al. (2016) 
Post metadata features
Participants made only limited use of post metadata. Author ranking (the role of the author on the site) and kudos were the most used elements; followed by times posts were created and edited, the thread and board they belong to, and the number of times they are viewed.
Forum structure features
Most systems made little use of forum structure and hierarchy other than using thread ID as a simple feature. Malmasi et al. (2016) make use of posts before and after the target post; Pink et al. (2016) use post reply chains as a source of features; and a number of systems generate features from posts in context or aggregated features, such as the number of posts in a thread (Cohan et al., 2016) . Brew (2016) add a feature which indicates whether a post is the first in a thread, which may be a useful straightforward feature, given how the data was annotated.
Most systems do not consider unlabelled posts. As mentioned, Cohan et al. (2016) and Amiri et al. (2016) build LDA models over the data. Zirikly et al. (2016) experiment with a semi-supervised SVM.
Results
In this section we only consider the best run for all teams. Readers are encouraged to refer to the individual system description papers for results of all runs.
Metric
The official metric for the shared task is macroaveraged F-score, because it gives more weight to the infrequent yet more critical labels than a microaverage. Identifying a metric that appropriately targets downstream requirements is difficult, particularly as desired recall is different across labels: a lower precision may acceptable for a higher recall crisis labelling, but not for amber. Brew (2016) provide some analysis of the stability of this metric. We note that ordering results by accuracy produces a fairly similar ordering.
Official results
The official scores are listed Table 2 . It additionally reports scores gained by treating crisis, red and amber as a single flagged label against green, and by treating crisis and red as a single urgent label against amber and green. The participants' top systems are compared against to a straightforward baseline system that uses unigrams and bigrams as features, and a default scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011 ) logistic regression classifier.
Results are close across different approaches: three teams tie for first place, the next two teams are behind by only a few instances. The median is 0.34.
We note that the crisis label only occurs once in the test data and none of the systems successfully detected it. This has a large impact on the official macro-average metric; for example, if we disregard this label from Kim et al. (2016) , the score would be 0.63. Fortunately all systems suffer the same disadvantage so the relative comparisons remain fair, although it is possible that systems optimised for crisis labels may have been slightly disadvantaged. We expect that a more sophisticated evaluation metric is required to handle this minimally represented class: Table 3 : Per-label F-scores for each run in Table 2. if any system had correctly labelled the one crisis instance with reasonable precision, it would likely drastically outperform other systems. For the best run of each team, we evaluate on each label and include the results in Table 3 . Generally, systems perform well on green, and a substantial portion of performance is reliant on the red/amber decision. The is reflected in the flagged result in Table 2, sorting by this column would result in a substantially different ordering.
Many of the top-performing approaches are notably different, however there are some interesting comparisons that can be made. Both Kim et al. (2016) and Brew (2016) are successful with only a small feature space. The latter system demonstrates that it is useful to consider not just the usual ngrams, but also custom features such as author type, kudos, and whether a post is first in the thread. It is interesting that the top teams achieved similar results. A larger exploration of the feature space may help identify those that are most useful. Overall, the scarcity of crisis posts made full labelling a difficult task. However, the teams were able to achieve good scores for the flagged and urgent binary classification problems. These are promising results for supporting ReachOut's moderators.
Ethical considerations
In this paper we have built a shared task around publicly available data. Even though the data is already freely accessible, it needs to be treated with care and respect because it involves sensitive subject matter. The process of obtaining consent to release it to the research community was by no means straightforward. In this section we describe some of the questions and concerns that were raised in discussions with our own ethics committee, in the hope that they might be helpful to other researchers undertaking similar work. These discussions were guided by the Australian National Statement on Ethical Conduct in Human Research; obviously each researcher should seek out the corresponding legislation relevant to them (which may differ from our own), and follow recommendations of relevant authorities.
6.1 What is the potential for harm, and how can it be minimized?
The National Statement describes a balance between benefit and risk; that any risk of harm must be offset or justified by likely benefits (either for the participants themselves or the wider community). We identified three groups of participants to whom this annotation and release of data might cause harm: to the researchers who annotated the data, to the researchers with whom the data is shared, and to the people who authored the content. The first two groups were easily catered for, by ensuring that the researchers were aware of the potentially distressing and triggering nature of the content, and providing appropriate access to care (i.e. location-specific helplines).
The third group is of much greater concern. While these forum members have already shared their data publicly, our annotations serve to single out the most distressed and vulnerable individuals among them. Disclosing their identities could cause serious distress, and may undermine their willingness to seek help in future. Fortunately these forum members are instructed by ReachOut to keep themselves safe and anonymous, and the moderators described in Section 2 respond to and actively redact any identifying information that is inadvertently shared.
To further protect this anonymity, participating researchers were restricted from contacting contacting individuals within the dataset (i.e. via the forums), cross-referencing individuals with the dataset against any other datasets or social media accounts, or making any other attempt to identify individuals. They were also not permitted to publish any portion of the dataset (e.g. example posts) other than summary statistics, or share it with anyone else. Future users of the dataset will have the same restrictions.
Should the data be redacted?
Another possible strategy for minimising potential harm is to redact the data to remove any identifying information. This is difficult to do for public social media data, because any structure or terms that remain can be searched on and compared to reconstruct it. Counter-intuitively, the more accessible data is, the more difficult it is to share safely.
Zimmer (2010) provides a cautionary tale in which private Facebook data was shared inadvertently, despite researchers' honest efforts to protect it. The previous CLPsych shared task (Coppersmith et al., 2015) provides another example of a dataset that remains re-identifiable despite redaction. It gathered tweets from participants who self-indicated that they were suffering from depression and posttraumatic stress, and redacted them by hashing usernames and any other readily identifiable information. And yet, for many individuals there likely remains enough text to cross-reference against twitter archives. Consequently recipients of this data had to sign a privacy agreement stating they would make no attempt to re-identify them.
A safer example is Sumner et al. (2012) , who shared a dataset of twitter profiles matched to selfreported ratings for the big five personality traits and the dark triad of anti-social personality traits. Here the data is more aggressively redacted by only retaining basic statistics and frequencies of terms found in the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) lexicon. This obviously limits researchers to using only a narrow set of predefined features.
Another strategy would be to encode all content such that researchers could count the relative frequencies of all terms without being able to read or understand them. This allows greater freedom than Sumner et al. but is still very limiting. For example, researchers would not be able to cross-reference terms against external vocabularies or bootstrap other sources of data (Section 4.2.1), or even perform their own lemmatisation. It would also make error analysis difficult if not impossible.
In summary, it does not seem possible to render public data truly non-identifiable without greatly hindering research. Fortunately our ethics committee felt that the anonymous nature of the ReachOut forums provided good protection of privacy. Their key remaining concern was that forum members might be identifiable if they reuse user names from other forms of social media. This motivated some of the restrictions described in Section 6.1.
Should consent be obtained?
Ideally any research involving human participants should be done with their full knowledge and consent. However, this dataset involves hundreds of distinct authors, to reduce the risk that the resulting algorithms would become over-fitted to any individuals writing style. Consequently obtaining consent individually for each participant would require an impractical investment of time. Additionally, our only means of contact would be via the forum, which is a place where many participants are only active for a short period of time to ask a specific question and then move on. Consequently, a great deal of valuable data would have been lost if we required consent from each individual participant.
Fortunately, the National Statement provides provisions for waiving the need for disclosure and consent when it is impractical to obtain it. For brevity, we will not exhaustively list all of the relevant requirements, but will instead focus on those that are particularly relevant for this research:
The first requirement is that involvement in the research carries no more than low risk to participants. As explained previously, the main risk here is the potential disclosure of sensitive information about the participants. Fortunately, the largely anonymous nature of ReachOut combined with the restrictions placed on researchers meant that this risk of disclosure was minimal.
Another pertinent requirement is that there is no known or likely reason for thinking that participants would not have consented if they had been asked. Given that the forum data is already widely shared and requires no special privileges to browse it, we argued that the participants appear to be comfortable allowing anyone to read their posts, as long as they can remain anonymous. Our focus then has been to ensure this anonymity is kept intact.
One last requirement is that the benefits from the research justify any risks of harm associated with not seeking consent. To our minds, this raises an obligation for the research to be more than merely an interesting text classification problem; that it must lead to something that is of direct benefit to the users and moderators of ReachOut. Consequently we are now working to build an accurate classifier from the insights gained during the shared task, and have integrated an early version of this triage system into the moderators suite of tools (Calvo et al., 2016) . This system is already helping moderators respond quickly to urgent forum posts, and we hope to make it much more accurate in the near future.
Conclusions and future work
The CLPsych 2016 shared task was an interesting and difficult one. It asked participants to tackle the complex and somewhat subjective problem of prioritizing posts on a mental health forum, and elicited a broad array of algorithms and techniques.
The quantity and quality of participation has been excellent, and the organisers would like to thank teams for their engagement. The top performing teams performed well above the baseline, and made substantial progress on the task.
Participants were given limited time to hone their algorithms, so we hope they continue their work. There are many facets of the data still to explore, such as modelling the history and mental state of users, capturing structural and temporal data from the forum hierarchy, and further leveraging unlabelled data with semi-supervised or distantly supervised techniques. We will continue to work on and support this task and will be integrating ideas into the system used by ReachOut's moderators.
We invite interested researchers to join us on this challenging and worthwhile problem 1 .
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